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Asking for a friend : three centuries of advice on life, love, money, and other
burning questions from a nation obsessed / Jessica Weisberg
The personality brokers : the strange history of Myers-Briggs and the birth of
personality testing / Merve Emre
The courage to be disliked : the Japanese phenomenon that shows you how to
change your life and achieve real happiness / Ichiro Kishimi and Fumitake Koga
Grateful : the transformative power of giving thanks / Diana Butler Bass
Believe me : the Evangelical road to Donald Trump / John Fea
Ask : building consent culture / Kitty Stryker ; foreword by Laurie Penny ;
afterword by Carol Queen
I'm afraid of men / Vivek Shraya
Women & power : a manifesto / Mary Beard
Don't call me Princess : essays on girls, women, sex, and life / Peggy Orenstein
I'm still here : black dignity in a world made for whiteness / Austin Channing
Brown
White fragility : why it's so hard for White people to talk about racism / Robin
DiAngelo
How to be less stupid about race : on racism, White supremacy, and the racial
divide / Crystal M. Fleming
We have overcome : an immigrant's letter to the American people / Jason D. Hill
Rendezvous with oblivion : reports from a sinking society / Thomas Frank
The death of truth : notes on falsehood in the age of Trump / Michiko Kakutani
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The monarchy of fear : a philosopher looks at our political crisis / Martha C.
Nussbaum
The road to dawn : Josiah Henson and the story that sparked the Civil War /
Jared A. Brock
Building and dwelling : ethics for the city / Richard Sennett
The fifth risk / Michael Lewis
Black Klansman : race, hate, and the undercover investigation of a lifetime / Ron
Stallworth
The spy and the traitor : the greatest espionage story of the Cold War / Ben
Macintyre
Asian waters : the struggle over the South China Sea and the strategy of Chinese
expansion / Humphrey Hawksley
The jungle grows back : America and our imperiled world / Robert Kagan
Energy : a human history / Richard Rhodes
Behemoth : a history of the factory and the making of the modern world /
Joshua B. Freeman
We the corporations : how American businesses won their civil rights / Adam
Winkler
Dopesick : dealers, doctors, and the drug company that addicted America / Beth
Macy
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Small town, big oil : the untold story of the women who took on the richest man
in the world--and won / David W. Moore
Climate justice : hope, resilience, and the fight for a sustainable future / Mary
Robinson with Caitrona Palmer
Amity and Prosperity : one family and the fracturing of America / Eliza Griswold
City of devils : the two men who ruled the underworld of old Shanghai / Paul
French
Inspector Oldfield and the Black Hand Society : America's original gangsters and
the U.S. Postal detective who brought them to justice / William Oldfield and
Victoria Bruce
Unnecessary roughness : inside the trial and final days of Aaron Hernandez /
Jose Baez with George Willis
The joy of signing : a dictionary of American signs / Lottie L. Riekehof
On the future : prospects for humanity / Martin Rees
Aroused : the history of hormones and how they control just about everything /
Randi Hutter Epstein, MD, MPH
Own the day, own your life : optimized practices for waking, working, learning,
eating, training, playing, sleeping, and sex / Aubrey Marcus
Gesundheit aus der Apotheke Gottes. English;Health through God's pharmacy :
advice and proven cures with medicinal herbs / Maria Treben
Medical symptoms : a visual guide / consulting medical editor, Shannon Hach,
MD
The 30-day thyroid reset plan : disarming the 7 hidden triggers that are keeping
you sick / Dr. Becky Campbell ; foreword by Chris Kresser, M.S., LAc
The adrenal thyroid revolution : a proven 4-week program to rescue your
metabolism, hormones, mind & mood / Aviva Romm, M.D
Because we are bad : OCD and a girl lost in thought / Lily Bailey
Becoming myself : a psychiatrist's memoir / Irvin D. Yalom
Childhood leukemia : a guide for families, friends & caregivers / Nancy Keene
Emergence : labeled autistic / Temple Grandin and Margaret M. Scariano
Army of none : autonomous weapons and the future of war / Paul Scharre
Chasing new horizons : inside the epic first mission to Pluto / Alan Stern and
David Grinspoon
The complete idiot's guide to aquaponic gardening / by Meg Stout
Chicken DIY : 20 fun-to-build projects for happy, healthy chickens / Daniel
Johnson and Samantha Johnson
The last lobster : boom or bust for Maine's greatest fishery? / Christopher White
Something old, something new : classic recipes revised / Tamar Adler
Everyday Dorie : the way I cook / Dorie Greenspan ; photographs by Ellen
Silverman
Healthyish : a cookbook with seriously satisfying, truly simple, good-for-you (but
not too good-for-you) recipes for real life / Lindsay Maitland Hunt ; photography
by Linda Pugliese
Buttermilk graffiti : a chef's journey to discover America's new melting-pot
cuisine / Edward Lee
Wild honey & rye : modern Polish recipes / Ren Behan
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The American duchess guide to 18th century dressmaking : how to hand sew
Georgian gowns and wear them with style / Lauren Stowell and Abby Cox
Rebel talent : why it pays to break the rules at work and in life / Francesca Gino
Ask a manager : how to navigate clueless colleagues, lunch-stealing bosses, and
the rest of your life at work / Alison Green
On leadership : with a preface to the paperback edition / John W. Gardner
Beyond the wisdom of Walt : life lessons from the most magical place on Earth /
Jeffrey A. Barnes ; foreword by Lee Cockerell
The wisdom of Walt : leadership lessons from the happiest place on earth /
Jeffrey A. Barnes
The CEO next door : the 4 behaviors that transform ordinary people into worldclass leaders / Elena L. Botelho and Kim R. Powell with Tahl Raz
Crafting a patterned home : painting, printing, and stitching projects to enliven
every room / Kristin Nicholas ; photographs by Rikki Snyder
Dylan on Dylan : interviews and encounters / edited by Jeff Burger
Something wonderful : Rodgers and Hammerstein's Broadway revolution / Todd
S. Purdum
Caddyshack : the making of a Hollywood Cinderella story / Chris Nashawaty
Maeve in America : essays by a girl from somewhere else / Maeve Higgins
Big game : the NFL in dangerous times / Mark Leibovich
The pursuit of endurance : harnessing the record-breaking power of strength
and resilience / Jennifer Pharr Davis
Butterfly : from refugee to Olympian - my story of rescue, hope, and triumph /
Yusra Mardini with Josie Le Blond
The business of being a writer / Jane Friedman
Jeff Herman's guide to book publishers, editors, & literary agents : who they are,
what they want, how to win them over / Jeff Herman
Welcome to the writer's life : how to design your writing craft, writing business,
writing practice, and reading practice / Paulette Perhach
Paperbacks from Hell : the twisted history of '70s and '80s horror fiction / Grady
Hendrix with Will Errickson
The world only spins forward : the ascent of Angels in America / Isaac Butler and
Dan Kois
Autumn in Venice : Ernest Hemingway and his last muse / Andrea Di Robilant
Okay fine whatever : the year I went from being afraid of everything to only
being afraid of most things / Courtenay Hameister
Know Thyself : Western identity from classical Greece to the Renaissance / by
Ingrid Rossellini
Into the raging sea : thirty-three mariners, one megastorm, and the sinking of El
Faro / Rachel Slade
American like me : reflections on life between cultures / edited by America
Ferrera with E. Cayce Dumont
Rome : a history in seven sackings / Matthew Kneale
The cut out girl : a story of war and family, lost and found / Bart van Es
World War II at sea : a global history / Craig L. Symonds
The debatable land : the lost world between Scotland and England / Graham
Robb

956.7044 MURAD

The last girl : my story of captivity, and my fight against the Islamic State / Nadia
Murad ; with Jenna Krajeski
970.3 CHERO
Blood moon : an American epic of war and splendor in the Cherokee Nation /
John Sedgwick
973.3 DAUGH
Lexington and Concord : the battle heard round the world / George C. Daughan
973.38 MALCO
The tragedy of Benedict Arnold : an American life / Joyce Lee Malcolm
973.922 SHERM
Above and beyond : John F. Kennedy and America's most dangerous Cold War
spy mission / Casey Sherman & Michael J. Tougias
974.877 ROKER
Ruthless tide : the heroes and villains of the Johnstown flood, America's
astonishing gilded age disaster / Al Roker
BIOGRAPHY AL SAMAWI The fox hunt : a refugee's memoir of coming to America / Mohammed Al
Samawi
BIOGRAPHY BRAEDEN
I'll be damned : how my young and restless life led me to America's #1 daytime
drama / Eric Braeden with Lindsay Harrison
BIOGRAPHY BRENNAN- Small fry / Lisa Brennan-Jobs
JOBS
BIOGRAPHY CAMILLA
The Duchess : Camilla Parker Bowles and the love affair that rocked the crown /
Penny Junor
BIOGRAPHY CHRISTIE
Agatha Christie : a mysterious life / Laura Thompson
BIOGRAPHY DANIELS
Full disclosure / Stormy Daniels with Kevin Carr O'Leary
BIOGRAPHY FIELD
In pieces : a memoir / Sally Field
BIOGRAPHY HERSH
Reporter : a memoir / Seymour M. Hersh
BIOGRAPHY LEE
Bruce Lee : a life / Matthew Polly
BIOGRAPHY MITCHELL
Reckless daughter : a portrait of Joni Mitchell / David Yaffe
BIOGRAPHY VARGAS
Dear America : notes of an undocumented citizen / Jose Antonio Vargas
BIOGRAPHY YANG
How to American : an immigrant's guide to disappointing your parents / Jimmy
O. Yang ; foreword by Mike Judge

